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Parameter tag Meaning ----I- Coeff-’Qp 

Annex G 

Value(s) 

&bit signed integer 

Transformation of images, extensions 

Numerical type of lifting step 
coefficients 

(This annex forms an integral part of this Recommendation I International Standard) 
Editor’s note: This document describes lifting via interleaved extension, as proposed in Singapore 
and reported on at the Tucson interim meeting. 
Editor’s note: Keywords: filter bank, wavelet transform, decomposition, reconstruction, extension, 
lowpass filter, highpass filter, subband, lifting step, reversible, irreversible 
Editor’s note: Procedure names (indexing procedure names should be helpful to programmers): (to be 
added in Stockholm, after we ell agree on the nomenclature). 

This Recommendation 1 International Standard uses a transformation of tile components. 

In this Annex and all of its sub clauses, the flow charts and tables are normative only in the sense that they are defining 
an output that alternative implementations shall duplicate. 

16-bit signed integer 
32-bit float 
64-bit float 

G.l One-dimensional wavelet transformation options 

- 1 

This Annex specifies an extension of the one-dimensional subband reconstruction procedure 1D-SR (see ITU-T T.800 I 
IS 15444-1). The internal structure of this extension differs from the internal structure of procedure 1D-SR in IS 15444- 
1 because of the greater generality of the present Annex. The extension of procedure 1D-SR is defined here as a 
sequence of lifting steps, each of which involves an extension operation and a filtering-update operation. A scaling 
operation is performed only in the case of irreversihle wavelet transforms. Syntax is defined whereby an implementation 
may use filter banks signaled in the codestream by the encoder. 

Update characteristic of first 
reconstruction lifting step 

even-subsequence update (0) 
odd-subsequence update (1) 

G.2 

Table G-1 lists the parameters for the filters used in the wavelet transformations that are signaled in the codestream. 
Signaling for these parameters is defined in Annex A.3.5 of this Standard. 

Wavelet transformation parameters, definitions, and normalizations 

Table G-1 - Parameters for wavelet filters 

r t e n  1 Boundary extension method used in 
lifting steps 

constant (CON) 
whole-sample symmetric (WS) 

128-bit float 
I 

arbitrary (ARB) 
whole-sample symmetric (WS) 

Filt-Cat 
Wavelet filter category I 

Wavelet transformation type I wT-qp 
irreversible (IRR) 
reversible (REV) 
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Parameter tag 

Table G-l-  Parameters for wavelet filters 

Meaning 

Number of lifting steps 

Number of lifting coefficients for 
lifting step s 

I 

Offset for lifting step s 

kIh lifting coefficient for lifting step 
S 

Base-2 scaling exponent for lifting 
step s 

(reversible transformations only) 

Additive residue for lifting step s 
(reversible transformations only) 

Scaling factor 
(irreversible transformations 

I 

I 

only) 

Value(s) 

8-bit unsigned integer 

&bit unsigned integer: 
defined for 0 S s < NLS 

- 

8-bit signed integer: 
defined for 0 5 s < NLs 

Coeff-vp: 
defined for 0 5 s < NLs and 

0 5 k < L, 

%bit unsigned integer: 
defined for 0 S s < NLs 

Coeff-Qp: 
defined for 0 5 s < NLS 

Coeff-Vp 

Editor’s note: Parameters in Table G-1 have been ordered in a manner consistent with the ordering of 
the tables in Annex A.3.5 (ATK marker segment). Explicit numerical values for flags have been 
removed at the request of the Editor-in-chief, except for m N ~ ~ . 7  , because the m, values are toggled 
using their numerical values. I assume we are continuing to signal all lifting coefficient sequences in 
unfolded form, inner-product order, as was decided in New Orleans and implemented in the Part 2 
FCD. 
Editor’s note: To make things simpler for the decoder (and the text more decoder-centric), we should 
signal the update characteristic of the first step that the decoder performs, i.e., signal r n ~ ~ s - 1  rather 
than mu, and perform downward recursion. 

NOTE - Lifting steps are enumerated from s=O to Nu -1. The enumeration is based on the order in which steps are performed 
during encoding; e.g., the first decomposition lifting step is number s=O whereas the first reconstruction lifting step is number 
s = N a  -1. Reconstruction steps are defined recursively as even-subsequence updates (m,=O) or odd-subsequence updates (m,= l), 
bcginriing with step number N u - 1 ,  whose update characteristic is signaled by the mNLs- parameter, and recursing downward: 
ms-l = 1 -m,v . 

G.2.1 

The following specification is normative only insofar as it defines whether a sequence of lifting steps generates a whole- 
sample symmetric filter bank (Filt-Cat=WS). WS filter banks are required for use with the SSO-DWT and TSSO-DWT 
transforms defined in Annex H. A filter bank that does no1 meet the following definition shall be designated an arbitrary 
filter bank (Filt-Cat=ARB). 

Definition of the WS and ARB filter bank categories 

A filter bank defined by the paramelers in Table G-1 is WS if and only if the following three conditions are met for each 
lifting step, s. 

First, the number of lifting coefficients, L, , is even. 
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Second, the offset for each even-subsequence update (m, = 0) satisfies ofs = -L&, and the offset for each odd- 
subsequence update (tnS = 1) satisfies oflT = -L&? + 1. 
Third, the coefficient sequcnce, a,, k ,  is symmetric: a,, = a*s, L,- I-k for all k .  

G.2.2 Normalization of wavelet transformations 

This section is normative insofar as it specifies conditions on filter bank parameters that a compliant codestream must 
satisfy. The intermediate values B,  are also used normatively by the SSO-DWT and TSSO-DWT procedures defined in 
Annex H. 

Define D,v to be the sum of the lifting coefficients for step s, O S s < N L s  (normalized in the case of reversible 
transforms): 

I,, - 1 

D, = C a,,k if WT-TypdRR, 
k = O  

L,- 1 

C a,,k if WT-Typ=REV. 1 D,, = - 
'"k zx 0 

Define parameters E ,  recursively: 

with the initial conditions being: Bo = 1 and E-, = 1 . 
6.2.2.1 Normalisation of reversible wavelet filter banks 

The parameters E ,  must satisfy one or the other of the following conditions: 

E N L s - ,  = 1 if mo + NLs is even, 

otherwise 

BNLs = 1 if in0+ NLs is odd. 

G.2.2.2 Normalisation of irreversible wavelet filter banks 

The parameters E ,  and the scaling parameter, K, must satisfy one or the other of the following conditions: 

E N , , - ,  = K if rno + NLs is even, 

otherwise 

ENLs = K if m0 + NLs is odd. 

G.1 

G.3 One-dimensional subband reconstruction procedures 
Editor's note: With the general procedures employed in this draft, it seemed simplest to define a 
single version of the extended 1 D--SR, with a couple decision branches for different extension options 
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and for reversible/irreversible options. Putting this logic in the block diagrams minimizes the number 
of times the text has to branch on transform alternatives, making the text much easier to read. More 
levels of modularity are employed than in Part 1 Annex F in order to accomodate the greater generality 
of Part 2 Annex G. Also, there is no longer a modular unit analogous to the 1D-FILTR procedures 
(which handle all of the lifting steps in a single filtering operation) because the addition of interleaved 
lifting operations has necessitated introducing an additional abstraction layer within 1 D SR 
corresponding to a single lifting step. This contrasts with the approach taken in Part 1, which was 
based an symmetric pre-extension and could assume a one-time extension of an input vector. 

The extended one-dimensional subband reconstruction filtering (ID-SR) procedure is implemented as a sequence of 
lifting steps, which alternately update the odd subsequence with a weighted sum of even-indexed samples and update the 
even subsequence with a weighted sum of odd-indexed samples. The specification of reversible or irreversible 
transformation is signaled by the WT-Typ parameter. 

G.3.1 The extended 1D-SR procedure 

As illustrated in Figure G-1, the extended 1D-SR procedure takes as input a one-dimensional array, Y, of interleaved 
lowpass and highpass coefficients, the index io of the first sample in array K and the index il of the sample following the 
last sample in array I! It produces as output a reconstructed array, X, with the same indices ( io ,  i , )  . 

Figure G- l -  Parameters of the extended 1D-SR procedure 

For signals of length one ( i s .  io = i ,  - 1 ), the 1D-SR procedure sets the value of X ( i o )  to X ( i o )  = Y ( i o )  if io is an 
even integer, and to X ( i , )  = Y ( i 0 ) / 2  if io is an odd integer. This trivial case is not illustrated in Figure G-2. 

For signals of length greater than or equal to two ( i s .  io < i ,  - 1 ), as illustrated in Figure G-2, the ID-SR procedure 
applies a scaling step in the case of irreversible transforms (WT-Typ=IRR) and then applies a sequence of lifting steps, 
defined by the parameters from Table G-I, to produce the reconstructed signal, X. Note that the variable s , which 
indexes the lifting steps, decreases from NLs - 1 to zero in the reconstruction process. 
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V, io, i ,  

K 
b 

1 D-SCALER(Y) - 1  

V 1D-SCALER 

I return X=Y 

1 D-STEPR(s, Y) 

s = s - 1  

Figure 6 - 2  - Procedure 1D-SR 

The 1D-SCALER procedure performs the following scaling operations: 

V(2n)  = K .  V(2n)  for io i 2n < i ,  , 

and V ( 2 n +  1) = ( l / K ) .  V(2n+ 1) for i 0 1 2 n +  1 e i ,  . 

ITU-T Rec. T.801(2000) 
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G.3.3 'She 1D-STEPR procedure 

As shown in Figure (3-4, procedure ID-STEPR applies one reconstruction lifting step to interleaved input vector V and 
produces an updated version of vector V with the same indices (io, i , )  . 

V 

Figure G-4 - Parameters of the 1D-STEPR procedure 

Procedure 1D-STEPR applies an extension procedure, determined by the Exten parameter, to the input, V. This is 
followed by a reconstruction update filtering procedure, determined by the WT-Typ parameter, as seen in Figure G-5. 
Only one of the two subsequences of V (the even- or the odd-indexed subsequence) is updated on each pass through 
1 D-STEPR. 

lD_STEPR(s, V) ) 

Exten --. WS? I V,,,=lD-EXT-WS(V) I 1 

'I "--I-- lD-Ul'DATERIRR(s, Vex, ,g 

'-Ap' Figure G-5 - Procedure 1D-STEPR 

G.3.4 Extension procedures 
NOTE-The exact manner in which extended samples are accessed in a realization of this Standard (e.g., by copying 
extended arrays, by buffering, by indirect addressing, or by some other strategy) is implementation-dependent. This 
section is normative only insofar as it defines mathematical extensions of the input vector of sufficient length to 
enable the 1D-UPDATER-REV and 1 D-UPDATER-IRR procedures to perform their update filtering operations as 
specified. 

G.3.4.1 Minimum extension lengths 

Although procedures 1D-EXT-WS and IDEXT-CON in principle define arbitrarily long extensions of the input vector, 
C: the minimum number of extended samples required to perform a given lifting step, s, can be calculated in terms of the 
filter bank parameters for that step. The minimum extension lengths, ilqfr and irigh,, for lifting step s are defined to be the 
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il even 

il odd 

smallest nonnegative integers such that the interval [io-il,!, , il-1 +irighr] contains all indexes addressed by the update 
filtering procedures lD_UPDATER--REV(s) and ID-UPDATER-IRR(s). Minimum extension lengths for lifting step s 
are given in Table G-2 and Table G-3 as functions of the parity of io and i l  , the update characteristic, m, , the number of 
lifting coefficients, L 8 ,  and the offset, ofl, . The minimum extension is zero whenever an expression in either of these 
two tables cvaluates to a negative number for some particular set of parameter values. 

Table G-2 - Minimum left extension length 

m, = 1 m, = 0 

2(L,$--1 + O f f $ )  

1 + 2(Z-,-1 .+of f , )  

- 1  + 2(L,-1 + offs) 

-2 + 2&-1 + o f f )  

io even 

io odd 

Table G-3 - Minimum right extension length 

hghf I m,= 0 m, = 1 I +---- I I 

G.3.4.2 The 1D-EXT-WS procedure 

As shown in Figure G-6, the ID-EXT-WS procedure accepts as input a vector V supported on an interval ( i o ,  i l )  and 
outputs a vector Vex,  supported on a larger interval containing values of i beyond the range io 5 i i ,  . Except for the 
minimum extension lengths, ile4 and irigh, (specified above in G.3.4.1), this procedure is identical to the ID-EXTR 
procedure defined in ITU-T T.800 I IS 15444-1, Annex F.3.7. This procedure does not modify its input vector, I! 

I 

I 

Figure G-6 - Parameters of the 1D-EXT-WS procedure 

G.3.4.3 The 1D-EXT-CON procedure 

As shown in Figure G-7, the 1D-EXT-CON procedure accepts as input a vector V supported on an interval (io, i l )  and 
outputs a vector Vex,  supported on a larger interval containing values of i beyond the range io I i < i ,  . The minimum 
extension lengths required for an extension created by procedure 1D-EXT-CON are specified above in G.3.4.1. This 
procedure does not modify its input vector, I! 

I I 

Figure G-7 - Parameters of the 1D-EXT-CON procedure 
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Procedure 1D-EXT-CON defines constant extensions of the even- and odd-indexed subsequences in V according to the 
following rules. 

For i o < i < i , :  

Vex,( i )  = V(i).  

For k S  1 : 

Vexl( io-2 k)  = V( io) 

Vexr( io+ 1 - 2 )  = V(io+l) 

Vext( il- 1 +2 k)  = V(i1- 1 ) 

Vex,(i1-2+2k)= V(i1-2). 

G.3.5 

Two reconstruction update filtering procedures are defined, one for reversible transforms (1D-UPDATER-REV) and one 
for irreversible transforms (1D-UPDATERIRR). Reconstruction steps are defined recursively as even-subsequence 
updates (m,=O) or odd-subsequence updates (ms=l ) ,  beginning with step number N u - I ,  whose update characteristic is 
signaled in Table G-1 by the mNLs- , parameter, and recursing downward: m,-J = 1-m, . Both procedures take as input 

an interleaved input veclor V and produce as output an updated version of vector V with the same indices (io, i l )  . 

One-dimensional reconstruction update filtering procedures 

G.3.5.1 

Procedure 1D-UPDATER-REV modifies either thc even- or the odd-indexed subsequence in vector Vby a weighted sum 
of samples from the extended sequence, Vex, , after applying a rounding operation to the weighted sum. Figure G-8 shows 
the input parameters to procedure 1D-UPDATER-REV. 

The reversible one-dimensional reconstruction update filtering (1D-UPDATER-REV) procedure 

Figure G-8 - Parameters of the 1D-UPDATER-REV procedure 

The 1D-UPDATER-REV procedure performs the following update filtering operation: 

for all n such that io 5 2n + < i ,  . 

G.4 
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G.3.5.2 The irreversible one-dimensional reconstruction update filtering (1D-UPDATER-IRR) procedure 

Procedure 1D-UPDATER-IRR modifies either the even- or the odd-indexed subsequence in vector V by a weighted sum 
of samples from the extended sequence, Vex,. Figure G-9 shows the input parameters to procedure ID-UPDATER-IRR. 

Figure G-9 - Parameters of the 1D-UPDATER-IRR procedure 

The 1D-UPDATER-IRR procedure performs the following update filtering operation: 

I., - 1 

V ( 2 n  + m,) = V ( 2 n  + ms)  - a,, ' Ve,,(2n + 1 - m,s + 2 ( k  + off,)) 
k = O  

for all n such that io 5 2n + m, < i ,  . 

G.4 One-dimensional subband decomposition procedures (informative) 

The extended one-dimensional subband decomposition filtering (1D-SD) procedure is implemented as a sequence of 
lifting steps, which alternately update the odd subsequence with a weighted sum of even-indexed samples and update the 
even subsequence with a weighted sum of odd-indexed samples. The specification of reversible or irreversible 
transformation is signaled by the WJ-Typ parameter. 

G.4.1 The extended 1D-SD procedure 

As illustrated in Figure G-10, the extended 1D-SD procedure takes as input a one-dimensional array, X, of data, the 
index io of the first sample in array X, and the index i, of the sample following the last sample in array X. It produces as 
output an array, Z of interleaved subband samples, with the same indices ( io, i , )  . 

X, io, i 
WT-Typ 1 D-SD t.- 

Figure C;-10 - Parameters of the extended 1D-SD procedure 

For signals of length one (Le. io = i ,  - 1 ), the ID-SD procedure sets the value of Y( io )  to Y ( i o )  = X ( i o )  if io is an 
even integer, and to Y ( i o )  = 2 X ( i , )  if io is an odd integer. This trivial case is not illustrated in Figure G-11, 

For signals of length greater than or equal to two (i.e. io < i ,  - 1 ), as illustrated in Figure G-11, the 1D-SD procedure 
applies a sequence of lifting steps, defined by the parameters from Table'G-1, and then applies a scaling step in the case 
of irreversible transforms (WT-Typ-=IRR) to produce the decomposed signal, Y.  Note that the variable s , which indexes 
the lifting steps, increases from zero to N,, - 1 in the decomposition process. 
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+ 
s=o 

Yes 

return Y=X i; 
pk-) 

Figure G-11 - Procedure 1D-SD 

G.4.2 The 1D-STEPD procedure 

As shown in Figure G-12, procedure 1D-STEPD applies one decomposition lifting step to input vector V and produces 
an updated version of vector V with the same indices (io, i , )  . 

V, io, i ,  J 
.I 

s, Exten, WT-Typ 41D-sTEPD F+ 
Figure G-12 - Parameters of the 1D-STEPD procedure 

Procedure lD-STEPD applies an extension procedure, determined by the Exten parameter, to the input, K This is 
followed by a decomposition update filtering procedure, determined by the WT-Typ parameter, as seen in Figure G-13. 
Only one of the two subsequences of V (the even- or the odd-indexed subsequence) is updated on each pass through 
1 D-STEPD. 
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Vexr= lD-EXT-WS(V) 

1 1 D-UPDATED-IRR(s, Vex, , V )  I I 1 lD-UPDATED_REV(s,V,,,,V)I I 

I I 

& 
Figure G-13 - Procedure 1D-STEPD 

G.4.3 Extension procedures 

The extension procedures 11)-EX?’-CON and ID-EXT-WS shown in Figure G-13 are identical to the procedures 
specified in Annex G.3.4, including the specifications of minimum extension lengths. 

G.4.4 One-dimensional decomposition update filtering procedures 

Two decomposition update filtering procedures are defined, one for reversible transforms (1D-UPDATED-REV) and 
one for irreversible transforms (1D-UPDATED-IRR). Decomposition steps are defined recursively as even-subsequence 
updates (m,=O) or odd-subsequence updates (m,=l ) ,  as specified in Annex G.2. Both procedures take as input a vector V 
and produce as output an updated version of vector V with the same indices ( io,  i l )  . 
G.4.4.1 

Procedure 1D-UPDATED-REV modifies either the even- or the odd-indexed subsequence in vector V by a weighted 
sum of samples from the extended sequence, Vex, , after applying a rounding operation to the weighted sum. Figure G-14 
shows the input parameters to procedure 1D-UPDATED-REV. 

The reversible one-dimensional decomposition update filtering (1D-UPDATED-REV) procedure 

Figure G-14 - Parameters of the 1D-UPDATED-REV procedure 

The ID-UPDATED-REV procedure performs the following update filtering operation: 
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V (  2 n  + mS) = V(  2 n  + m,J + 

for all n such that io < 2n + rn, < i ,  . 

G.5 

G.4.4.2 

Procedure 1D-UPDATEDJRR modifies either the even- or the odd-indexed subsequence in vector V by a weighted sum 
of samples from the extended sequence, Vex,. Figure G-15 shows the input parameters to procedure 1D-UPDATEDIRR. 

The irreversible one-dimensional decomposition update filtering (1D-UPDATED-IRR) procedure 

Figure G-15 - Parameters of the 1D-UPDATED-IRR procedure 

The ID-UPDATED-IRR procedure performs the following update filtering operation: 

I-,- I 

V ( 2 n  + m,) = V(  2 n  + m,) + C a ,  . Vex,( 2n + 1 - m, + 2 ( k  + oflT)) 

k = O  

for all n such that io 5 2n + m, < i ,  . 
G.4.5 The ID-SCALED procedure 

As shown in Figure G-16, procedure 1D-ScALED applies a scaling procedure to interleaved input vector V using 
signaled parameter K from Table G-1 and produces an updated version of vector V with the same indices ( io, i l )  . This 
procedure is used only in irreversible transforms. 

Figure G-16 - Parameters of the 1D-SCALED procedure 

The ID-SCALED procedure performs the following scaling operations: 

V ( 2 n )  = ( 1 / K ) # V ( 2 n )  for i 0 < 2 n < i l  , 

and V ( 2 n + 1 )  = K . V ( 2 n + 1 )  for i 0 < 2 n + 1 < i l .  

G.5 
Editor's note: This section still needs work. 

Examples  of optional filter banks  a n d  wavelet t ransforms (informative) 

G.6 

G.7 
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Examples of optional filter banks and their associated transform options are specified in terms of their signaled 
parameters, as listed in Table G-1. Parameters that occur in sequences (e.g., L, , s=O, ..., N u - ] )  are written out in order of 
increasing index. 

G.5.1 Examples of WS wavelet transforms (Filt-Cat=WS) 

Both of the default filter banks from Part 1 are provided for informative purposes. The wavelet transforms defined by the 
procedures in this Annex using the 1D-EXT-WS extension option in conjunction with the Part 1 filter banks are 
mathematically equivalent to the transforms defined in Part 1. 

G.5.1.1 

G.5.1.1.1 The 5-3 filter bank 

Reversible WS wavelet transforms (WT-Typ=REV) 

This is the default reversible wavelet transform defined in Part 1; the transform specified by the following parameter 
values is mathematically equivalent to the Part 1 transform. 

Table G-4 I- Parameters of the 5-3 reversible wavelet transform 

Parameter 

m 

Exten 
N L S  - 1 

NLS 

L, 

offs 

as, k 

€ 8  

P, 

Value@) 

0 

ws 
2 

2 , 2  

0. -1 

Note that the first decomposition step (s=O) is signaled with negative lifting coefficients and an additive residue of 1. 
This apparent difference with the Part 1 definition is necessitated by the fact that decomposition updates are 
systematically added to the input vector by the 1D-UPDATED procedures of this Annex whereas the first reversible 
decomposition lifting step in the definition of Part 1 Annex F.4.8.1 subtracts its update. The corresponding 
reconstruction lifting steps also differ in the sign of their updates. The transform defined by the above parameter values 
is, however, mathematically equivalent to the Part 1 definition of the reversible 5-3 filter bank. 

G.5.1.1.2 The 13-7 filter bank 
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G.5.1.2 

G.5.1.2.1 The 5-3 filter bank 

G.5.1.2.2 The 7-5 filter bank 

G.5.1.2.3 The 9-7 filter bank 

G.5.1.2.4 The 17-11 filter bank 

Irreversible WS wavelet transforms (WT-Typ=IRR) 

G.5.2 

G.5.2.1 

G.5.2.1.1 The Haar (2-2) filter bank 

G.5.2.1.2 The 2-6 filter bank 

G.5.2.1.3 The 2-10 filter bank 

Examples of arbitrary wavelet t ransforms (Filt-Cat=ARB) 

Reversible ARB wavelet transforms (WT-Typ=REV) 

G.5.2.2 

G.5.2.2.1 The 10-2 filter bank 

G.5.2.2.2 The 6-10 filter bank 

G.5.2.2.3 The 10-18 filter bank 

Irreversible ARB wavelet t ransforms (WT-Typ=IRR) 
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